Heidelberger Druckmaschinen
Sustainability Report 2008/2009

Heidelberg at a Glance
Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG (Heidelberg) is the world’s leading provider of
sheetfed offset presses and associated solutions for the print media industry. The
core business of this technology group covers the entire process and value chain of
the sheetfed offset format classes from 20-inch (35 x 50 cm) to 64-inch (121 x 162 cm).
Heidelberg attaches high priority to environmental protection.
The Heidelberg name is associated worldwide with closeness to customers, strength
and trust, and thus with leading technology, top quality, and customer benefits.
Heidelberg develops and manufactures precision printing presses, equipment for
plate imaging and postpress finishing, and software for integrating all of a printing
company’s processes. This is rounded out by a wide range of products and services
that include service parts and consumables, remarketed equipment, training provided
by the Print Media Academy, financial services, and business consulting.
Based in the city of Heidelberg, Germany, with sites in seven countries and around
250 sales and service units worldwide, the company serves about 200,000 customers
in the industrialized OECD countries and growth markets such as Asia and Eastern
Europe. It makes over 80 percent of its sales outside Germany. Heidelberg equipment
is used around the world to produce high-quality print products such as business
cards, brochures, posters, and folding cartons. In the 2008/2009 financial year the
company had a sales volume of € 2.999 billion.
As of March 31, 2009 the Heidelberg Group employed 18,926 people, including 707
trainees and apprentices.

indicators

sites

Ten-year charts showing the company’s business,
social, and environmental indicators can be
found on the Internet at www.heidelberg.com/eco
> Environmental Management > Sustainability
Report

Environmental data, names of contacts, and
general information on Heidelberg’s production
and development sites can be found on the
Internet at www.heidelberg.com/eco
> Environmental Management > Site Data

>

B U S I N E S S I N D I C AT O R S

				

2004/2005

2005/2006

2006/2007

2007/2008

2008/2009

Incoming orders in € millions		

3,700

3,605

3,853

3,649

2,906

Net sales in € millions		

3,360

3,586

3,803

3,670

2,999

Foreign sales share in percent		

85.3

86.9

85.1

83.8

81.0

Result of operating activities
in € millions 1)		

171

277

362

268

– 49

Income before taxes in € millions

106

229

300

199

– 347

59

135

263

142

– 249

Net profit/loss in € millions 		
–

in percent of sales		

1.8

3.8

6.9

3.9

– 8.3

R & D expenditures in € millions

211

214

237

222

186

Patent applications		

156

153

153

158

148

Investments in € millions		

162

169

178

217

198

Total assets in € millions		

3,660

3,281

3,339

3,507

3,241

Shareholders’ equity in € millions

1,166

1,138

1,202

1,193

796

6.9

9.6

10.5

7.9

– 7.9

Cash flow in percent of sales		
Earnings per share in €		

0.69

1.58

3.23

1.81

– 3.20

Dividends in € 2)		

0.30

0.65

0.95

0.95

–

2004/2005

2005/2006

2006/2007

2007/2008

2008/2009

18,416

18,436

19,171

19,596

18,926

1) Before special items
2) For financial year 2008/2009 proposal of the Management Board and the Supervisory Board
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S O C I A L I N D I C AT O R S

			
Employees at end of financial year 1)
–

in training		

Personnel expenditures in € millions
Female employees in percent		

678

662

651

657

707

1,134

1,097

1,163

1,180

1,066

14.2

14.2

14.2

14.3

14.5

Severely disadvantaged employees
at Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG
in percent

6.8

7.0

7.0

7.0

7.0

Part-time workers in percent		

2.6

2.3

2.6

2.7

2.8

19.2

22.3

25.8

22.0

20.1

22.3

14.5

7.15

8.5

6.3

3,692

4,456

4,538

5,772

5,602

2.97

2.70

2.86

3.48

4.15

Work-related accidents per thousand
full-time employees 2)
–
–

German sites		
Other sites

worldwide 3)

Suggestions for improvements
at Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG
Savings resulting from suggestions
for improvements at Heidelberger
Druckmaschinen AG in € millions

1) The figures for the previous years back to 2005/2006 were adjusted for employees in the final (nonworking) period of phased retirement
2) Accidents at production and development sites causing more than three days of work to be missed
3) For the years up to 2007/2008 the figures are for other European sites, for 2008/2009 for other development and production sites worldwide
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E N V I R O N M E N TA L I N D I C AT O R S

				

2004/2005

2005/2006

2006 1)

2007

2008

Number of production and
development sites 2)		

14

15

15

15

16

–
		

Included in report with
input/output data 3)		

14

13

14

15

14

–
		
		
		

With a certified environmental
and quality management system
acc. to ISO 14001 and 9001
(partly or fully integrated)

8

8

8

8

8

–
		
		
		

With a certified integrated
environmental, quality, and
workplace safety management
system (acc. to OHSAS 18001)

0

1

1

1

1

Space utilization of all production
and development sites in km 2

2.52

2.34

2.33

2.34

2.22

Built-on and paved-over areas
in percent		

45.7

45.7

47.0

47.0

51.9

Energy input in GWh/a 		

432.7

423.4

427.1

431.4

408.1

–

Electric power in GWh/a

235.7

245.8

257.3

265.0

241.9

–

Gas in GWh/a		

157.1

150.0

143.3

142.2

133.0

–

District heat in GWh/a		

37.4

24.6

24.7

22.0

25.9

–

Heating oil in GWh/a		

2.5

3.1

1.8

2.2

7.3

Energy consumption per metric ton
of output in MWh/a 4), 7)		
Water input in m3 		
–
		

Sanitary water consumed
in percent		

7.5

6.2

4.7

4.7

5.9

422,365

392,733

377,196

389,278

341,775

54.8

53.5

58.8

60.9

60.1

Product outputs: Sheetfed in mt

51,759

60,429

79,247

81,806

56,950

–

10,854

11,694

12,877

13,073

11,103

–

–

602

649

800

6,115

8,232

8,771

8,167

6,815

Number of printing units

Product outputs: Prepress in mt
Product outputs: Postpress in mt
Product outputs of the Gallus sites
(printing and finishing units)
Emissions in thou. mt

CO2 5)

–

1,175

1,338

1,358

1,046

196.2

199.0

203.0

141.0

127.6

			

SO2

0.11

0.11

0.12

0.06

0.06

			

NOX

0.18

0.21

0.19

0.12

0.12

Emissions in mt

VOCs

146.1

149.0

161.0

173.0

135.9

Emissions in mt

Dust 6)

10.3

10.3

10.3

10.3

10.3

Waste in mt		

42,996

52,248

57,429

59,174

49,845

–

Recycled in mt		

39,697

48,003

53,873

55,645

46,991

–

Disposed of in mt		

3,299

4,245

3,556

3,529

2,854

Waste recycling rate in percent

92.3

91.9

93.8

94.0

94.3

Waste per metric ton of output in mt 4), 7)

0.74

0.75

0.64

0.64

0.72

288,987

271,072

268,856

279,455

242,964

Wastewater in m3 		

1) Since the 2006/2007 Sustainability Report, the environmental data provided has been for calendar years
2)	The Eksjö site (in Sweden) was sold in 2008. In 2008 Heidelberg also acquired Hi-Tech Coatings, a maker of special print coatings with sites in Bucks,
UK and Zwaag, the Netherlands. The data for both sites will be included in the next Sustainability Report
3) Without the sites of Hi-Tech Coatings (Zwaag, the Netherlands and Bucks, UK), which were acquired in mid-2008
4) Not including the sites St. Gallen, Langgoens, and Weiden, whose output is not captured in metric tons
5)	Since the 2007 calendar year the emissions have been calculated based on the CO2 values that all electric utilities in Germany are now required by law
to communicate to each site as well as emission data based on GEMIS 4.42
6) Dust emissions of the foundry in Amstetten (particularly relevant here)
7) Due to reduced utilization of production facilities, these figures increased despite on-site optimization measures in 2008
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t h e c o m pa n y

Foreword
think economically, print ecologically Environmental protection
and sustainability rank among the greatest challenges of our age. But no
comprehensive, deep-reaching improvements can be made in these areas unless
everyone in a position of responsibility teams up to pursue an integrated
approach. The printing industry and manufacturers of printing presses –
foremost among them Heidelberg, as the industry’s largest company – are
confronting these challenges. And not just since yesterday. Heidelberg, for
example, added environmental protection to its binding corporate goals as
far back as 1992.
At Heidelberg, the entire value chain is permeated by a philosophy of environmental friendliness, from development across production to use of our
products by customers. Currently we are conducting no fewer than 15 different
development projects with direct or at least indirect relevance to the environstephan plenz

ment. The focuses are on printing without alcohol and reducing noise emissions,

Management Board Member

and on additionally cutting down on the use of anti-setoff powder. We are

for Technology

paying special attention to reducing waste sheets, which is by far the most
important key to achieving eco-friendly printing.
Also where the manufacture of presses is concerned, Heidelberg applies
environmental criteria. The new Halls 7 and 11 at our Wiesloch-Walldorf
plant, which is the world’s largest printing press factory, are equipped with a
range of helpful features that include innovative lighting systems and
efficient radiant heating. Our Heidelberg and Brandenburg sites are supplied
with energy-efficient district heat. And ISO 14001-compliant environmental
management systems have been installed at all of our production and development sites in Germany.
In development and production, and by helping customers practice green
printing, at Heidelberg we are making major contributions to environmentally
friendly printing – also and especially in these economically challenging times.
Best regards,

Stephan Plenz
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environment

Green in the Pressroom and Beyond
Sustainable print production involves more than just energyand resource-conserving presses. As a provider of complete solutions,
Heidelberg optimizes processes and technologies throughout the
production chain.

Heidelberg is working steadily to promote “green

excellent environmental performance in
prepress The bestseller of Heidelberg’s family of

printing.” The 2008 Sustainability Report illustrated this

imagesetters, the Suprasetter A52 /A75, excels in an indus-

by focusing on printing presses. But consistently sus-

try comparison with especially low power consumption

tainable production must integrate the entire process

of only 0.7 kilowatts per hour, or about one-fifth as much

chain, from prepress through to postpress finishing.
As the only provider of complete solutions, Heidelberg

as comparable models.
This imagesetter also gives off only about a fifth

is ideally positioned to address the aspects of envi-

as much waste heat as comparable models from other

ronmental protection, workplace safety, and economic

manufacturers.

By reducing waste, energy consumption, and emissions,

sustainability across all stages of production. And
Heidelberg passes the fruits of this holistic approach on
to its customers – who are thus
able to meet the

In many cases, it can therefore be used without
air-conditioning. In combination with its low power
consumption, this saves the user
about 2,700 euros a year (assum-

increasing require-

ing a price of 18 cents per

ments to operate

kilowatt-hour) while reducing

sustainably without

environmental burdens.

having their businesses

The Suprasetter A52 / A75 is also

suffer as a result.

highly resistant to fluctuations
in the relative humidity of the
Especially low
energy consumption:
Suprasetter A52/A75

ambient air, which can vary
between 30 and 70 percent without causing problems. This often
eliminates the need for an energy-intensive

process integration: the prerequisite for
sustainability In order to achieve sustainability,

humidifier. For years, Heidelberg has also offered

printing companies must also integrate their processes.

Suprasetter models work not only with conventional

The aim is to ensure their reliability and optimize

and processless plates but also with chemical-free plates

them – for example, by minimizing energy consumption

of the Saphira line of consumables from Heidelberg.

another basis for environmentally friendly prepress: the

and waste sheets. The central element for all stages
of production, including print shop management, is
Prinect, a seamless workflow solution from Heidelberg.

chemical-free plate imaging – good for the
environment and more The printing company of

Integrating prepress and postpress in the workflow

studiodruck Brändle GmbH in Nürtingen in southwest

supports sustainable production. It makes it possible

Germany works with chemical-free Saphira plates.

to significantly reduce the use of production inputs while

Besides environmental considerations, the company

improving product quality.

mainly benefits from cost-effectiveness. “Repeat jobs
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the environmental impacts
of a stahlfolder kh 82

Other features reduce noise and improve safety to optimally protect operators while still ensuring outstanding
ease of use. The guards of the Stahlfolder KH 82 are a
good example.

exemplary environmental protection and
workplace safety: pur binding with the eurobind
4000 adhesive binder The Eurobind 4000 adhesive
binder is easy and extremely safe to use. For example, it
has various nozzle systems to make sure that exactly the
right amount of adhesive is melted and applied, without
The Stahlfolder KH 82 not only outperforms its predecessor, but
also delivers greater environmental benefits. By reducing waste,
it can save up to 2.5 metric tons of paper a year when operated
at full capacity.

any excess. Compared to open roller application systems,
this reduces the unusable adhesive removed by daily
cleaning by up to 750 kilos a year. The Eurobind 4000
models are also equipped with high-performance suction
removal systems that lower the isocyanate fumes in the
ambient air to below the maximum permissible work-

printed with the same plates deviate by a maximum
of 0.02 percent,” says managing director Thomas

place concentrations.
The conventional milling systems used in adhesive

Brändle. “Plus, we can print up to 200,000 sheets with

binders produce paper dust that can contaminate the

Saphira plates, which means a 20 percent greater

adhesive and lead to poor-quality binding. The paper dust

yield per plate than before.” The developer also used

also has to be expensively removed and disposed of as

to corrode the rollers of the processing unit and was

hazardous waste. Instead, the shredder of the Eurobind

hard to clean. “That meant extra costs that we have now

4000 produces larger paper particles. With an average

saved. Cleaning is now simple to do with clear water,

annual production volume of 1.5 million adhesive bindings

which is also considerably better for the environment,”

(36 pages, A4), this cuts down on paper dust by up to 70

says Brändle.

metric tons a year while producing reusable paper shreds
instead — waste paper that can be inexpensively removed

sustainable to the end Heidelberg’s main devel-

and recycled to benefit the environment.

opment goals include minimizing energy consumption
and waste in the postpress stage. In the case of the
Stitchmaster ST 450 saddlestitcher, for example, they have
been achieved with modular drives that can be individ
ually switched on and off to save energy. During makeready, now only one feeder at a time is turned on instead
of the entire machine. The separate servo drives for the
feeders also halt immediately whenever a problem is
detected, compared to differently designed machines that
do not come to a complete stop until they have assembled
two or three more booklets, which are then lost as unusable
waste. At a throughput of 15 million 36-page A4 booklets
per year, this adds up to paper savings on the order of five
metric tons.
Innovative functions for makeready of the new
Stahlfolder KH 82 combination folding machine reduce
both the time required needed to set it up for each new
job and the waste generated. When operated at full capacity,
the savings can amount to as much as 2.5 metric tons of
paper a year.

4

Frugal use of adhesive: the PUR nozzle system of the Eurobind 4000
adhesive binder for gluing the spines of booklet blocks.

environment

Improvements Everywhere
Heidelberg has traditionally maintained high environmental
standards at all of its sites – and works continually to raise them
further by improving details.

Production in Brandenburg

Print Media Center in the UK

Assembly in Qingpu

Print Media Center in Canada

At the wiesloch-walldorf site, which is the com-

300 euros has thus generated yearly savings of 70,400

pany’s largest by far, work to modernize the heating

kilowatt-hours, or nearly 8,000 euros.

systems continued. Replacement of the burners in

Environmental awareness is growing in China

the central heating plant (in Hall 14) will save about

as well. In the assembly hall at the qingpu site, a system

three percent of the primary energy now consumed, or

was installed that suctions off and directly removes

roughly 700,000 kilowatt-hours, each winter. This

alcohol fumes from cleaning agents. During the planned

will reduce the CO 2 emissions by 152 metric tons a year.

expansion of the plant, special attention will also

When planning to build the enormous new Hall 7

be paid to improving the thermal insulation in the walls

with over 10,000 square meters of space, the decision

and installing more efficient lighting.

was made to dispense with a conventional heating

Great importance is also attached to environmental

and vent ilat ion system. Instead, radiant ceiling panels

protection at Heidelberg’s Print Media Centers (PMCs)

were installed; they use about 45 percent less primary

around the world. Like the PMCs in Heidelberg and

energy and save 85 metric tons of CO 2 a year.

Wiesloch-Walldorf, the center in canada has also

In the last financial year, the brandenburg site

been FSC-certified. Recycled paper is used for 20 percent

studied the energy that its machines and systems

of the printing volume there. The PMC in the uk also

consume while in standby mode. It was found that most

prints exclusively on FSC-certified paper, about a quarter

of them could be powered down without problem

of which is recycled. The Print Media Center in

between shifts and on weekends. This had the potential

australia predominantly uses paper that conforms

for saving 350,000 kilowatt-hours a year.

to the FSC or PEFC (Program for the Endorsement

In ludwigsburg, employees were encouraged

of Forest Certification) standards. Its preferred paper

to use public transportation instead of driving their

supplier, StoraEnso, is a company with very high

own cars to and from work. A “mobility day” was

environmental standards.

organized in cooperation with the regional transpor

The Heidelberg subsidiary in japan held a three-day

tation company VVS. Personal schedules were drawn

“Ecology & Economy Forum” that generated very

up for all employees, who were also offered free trial

great interest, attracting well over 500 participants. They

monthly passes.

represented not only printing companies, but also

At the leipzig site, the showroom used to have its

their customers and designers who were keen on learning

own, separate air compressor. Now the compressed

how to conserve resources and avoid waste in connec

air comes from two compressors that also supply the

tion with print production.

adjoining production building. An investment of only
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The Greening of the Printing Business
The importance of environmentally responsible printing is growing in the
US print media industry. “Green” is a hot topic among American printers,

and Heidelberg USA supports them with environmentally sound solutions.

Jörg Dähnhardt

verifiably green data in demand

In addition, Dähnhardt has been called upon numerous

In years past, environmental

times to discuss the topic of sustainability. Printers

awareness was an emerging social

from Seattle to Miami want machines and components

issue in the US – but for most

with verifiably “green” data. They also want to know

companies, it wasn’t high on the list

how Heidelberg can help them reduce their environmen-

of business priorities. Times have

tal footprint – in prepress, for instance, by deploying

certainly changed: today, the goal of

peripherals of the Star family. Take the LAgraphico printing

operating a printing business in an

company, for example: it has succeeded in reducing its

environmentally responsible manner

VOC emissions by 89 percent, now recycles 50 metric tons

goes hand in hand with strategies for managing it

of paper a month, and has committed to converting

profitably. This is a reflection of the “green” thinking that

100 percent of its vehicles to hybrids by 2010.

now permeates the US print marketplace, encouraging print buyers to judge vendors as much for their

a green future Heidelberg USA provides major sup-

commitment to sustainable practices as for their

port to printing companies for shaping their “green

ability to produce top-quality work.

future.” It trains its sales staff to stress the importance of

“Attitudes have changed,” says Jörg Dähnhardt. “And

the environmental benefits of its products and com-

the “green” influence on the printing industry is clearly

ponents from Germany when talking with customers. The

being felt.” This 37-year-old has been working for

website of Heidelberg USA contains relevant information,

Heidelberg USA, Inc. in Kennesaw near Atlanta, Georgia,

supplemented by links to studies on diverse facets of green

for nearly ten years. He holds the job of product

printing. Jörg Dähnhardt also represents Heidelberg

manager for large-format presses, and is also Heidelberg

on the executive board of the Sustainable Green Printing

USA’s expert on sustainable printing.

Partnership, an initiative launched by industry asso

Dähnhardt expects the new US administration to

ciations to establish criteria for green print shops and

encourage lawmakers and business to focus more heavily

certify their compliance. “A profitable approach to

on sustainability. But meeting these exacting new

environmental protection is an effective way for printing

requirements is not easy. And without the right technolo

companies to additionally boost the interest in sustain

gies for addressing the primary environmental impacts

able solutions,” he says with conviction. The collaboration

of printing, it would be nearly impossible for US printers.

with associations is paving the way for standards that

Heidelberg USA has responded with a commitment

will make the printing industry greener and enhance

to developing printing solutions that support their cus-

its future prospects. US printers have come to realize

tomers’ “green” obligations to their own customers.

that green is now more than just the color of their

When a new regulation was passed in California restricting

money – today it is also the proud emblem of a very

the use of volatile organic compounds for cleaning

special kind of achievement.

presses, Heidelberg worked with suppliers to develop new,
“green” washup agents.
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www.us.heidelberg.com/eco

The Environment:
News

green it @ heidelberg
At Heidelberg, environmental protection does not only play a large role in the development and manufacture of printing presses;
it is also important in connection with information technology. “Environmental aspects are always part of our checklist for any
project,” emphasizes Chief Information Officer Michael Neff. Heidelberg’s IT philosophy revolves around close cooperation with
partners around the globe that rigorously design their products to support the goal of sustainability. By switching from conven
tional servers to HP Blade Technology, for example, Heidelberg has reduced the energy consumption of its data center by about
20 percent. In the last financial year, moreover, all of the company’s 15,000 PCs were replaced with energy-conserving, latestgeneration computers. Similar statements apply to projects to install new printers and telephone systems that conserve resources.
“Even better, we can show that the introduction of green IT has actually saved us costs and increased efficiency,” says Neff with
satisfaction. Taken together, the measures implemented so far have reduced annual CO 2 emissions by over 900 metric tons.

the first climateneutral press

must consume at least 15 percent less energy than the industry

Heidelberg has now also

easily meet this criterion. Loans can be applied for through any

bec ome the world’s first

bank in Germany.

average. Heidelberg presses like the new Speedmaster XL 105
www.kfw-foerderbank.de

printing press manufac

On the left: Ulrich Bigler, the
managing director of UD Print AG,
accepts the certificate.

turer to offer a press that

green printing on the gulf

has been “climate-neutrally
produced.” The environ

Interest in environmentally compatible print products is also

mental balance experts of

became amply clear at the first conference on “Environmental

growing in the oil-producing nations around the Persian Gulf. This

PE International also deter

Protection in the Printing Industry of the United Arab Emirates,”

mined the CO 2 emissions

which took place in Dubai’s Media City with the involvement of

caused by the production of a Speedmaster XL 105. To compen

Heidelberg. The deputy head of Heidelberg Middle East, Mazen

sate for the roughly 320 metric tons of carbon dioxide released,

Wafic El-Tibi, explained to the attending representatives of local

Heidelberg and the buyer of the first climate-neutral press, UD

printing companies how modern printing equipment can let them

Print AG in Lucerne, Switzerland, are supporting a wind energy

protect the environment while improving their bottom line.

project in New Zealand. More climate-neutrally produced press
series are to follow.

surfing the web also emits co2
The printing industry used to have a “dirty” reputation – but has

low interest rates for eco-friendly presses

increasingly cleaned up its act. By contrast, the IT industry

Presses from Heidelberg reduce energy consumption and thus

used to be regarded as “clean.” However, a study conducted

also CO 2 emissions – and can therefore be financed at very rea

at Harvard University revealed that two Google searches cause

sonable interest rates in some countries. KfW, a state-owned

just as much CO 2 to be emitted as boiling water in a teakettle,

bank, offers small and midsized printing companies in Germany

namely seven grams. This has to do with the globally interlinked

extremely good terms via the ERP Environmental and Energy
Efficiency Program. To qualify for a low-interest loan, a new press

server networks. It is estimated that the o verall CO2 emissions of
the IT industry are comparable with those of worldwide aviation.
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Sustainably Creative Solutions
Environmental protection is a global theme. This was also apparent at
the first HEI ECO Printing Awards, for which printing companies around
the world vied. The winners were from Canada and Japan.

Award winners Dick Kouwenhoven (Hemlock Printers, 2nd from left) and Kazuhisa Yoshida (Yoshida Printing, right) pose with
Stephan Plenz (left) and Dr. Jürgen Rautert (middle) of Heidelberg’s Management Board and jury member Dr. Achim Schorb.

first competition of its kind A total of 52 offset

The main prize – for the most sustainable print shop, with

printing companies from countries around the globe –

a purse of 30,000 euros – went to Hemlock Printers Ltd.

including Germany and Austria, China and Singapore,

in Burnaby, Canada, near Vancouver. This company’s holis-

Australia and even New Caledonia in the South Seas –

tic approach covers its entire value chain, including

competed at the first HEI ECO Printing Awards in the

administration, facility management, transport, and

categories “Most Sustainable Print Shop” and “Most

logistics, how its employees get to and from work,

Innovative Individual Solution.” Heidelberg launched the

continuous employee education, selection of paper and

competition to coincide with drupa 2008.

other materials, and waste disposal. What is more,

The company wanted to motivate printers to pre-

Hemlock does not hoard its extensive expertise on envi-

sent their environmentally beneficial approaches and

ronmental protection and sustainability for itself,

solutions and make them available to a larger public.

instead sharing it with others by holding presentations

Not only the number of entries received, but also

and seminars throughout North America.

their quality, were surprisingly high at this premiere.

The jury decided that the most innovative individual

“This shows that innovative printing companies have

solution had been developed by Yoshida Printing in Nigata,

grown out of the eco-niche and are now combining

Japan. Its “fresh print” on-demand concept focuses on pro-

sustainability with business success,” remarked

ducing smaller batches that are better geared to meeting

Dr. Jürgen Rautert, in charge of sales at Heidelberg,

needs as they arise. Catalogs, for example, are not printed

at the awards ceremony in Heidelberg. He was vis-

until the customer submits a request for the number it cur-

ibly impressed. The competition was not restricted

rently needs. This avoids producing a considerable volume

to Heidelberg customers; and the jury did not include

of paper waste in the form of outdated and unusable cata-

any company representatives.

logs, for instance when prices change.
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discussing green printing as a model for the
future It is good to work for environmental protection
and sustainability like Heidelberg does. It is even better
to intensively discuss and share ideas and opinions with
others. A suitable platform for this was provided by
the first “Environmental Dialog” in the Heidelberg Print
Media Academy in late March. There, over a dozen representatives of printing companies with a highly pro-environmental orientation, most of them from the Germanspeaking part of the world, discussed topics related to
environmental protection in the print media industry
with trade journalists and representatives of industry
associations. The event was moderated by Dr. Achim
Schorb of the renowned Heidelberg Institute for Energy
and Environmental Research (IFEU). Schorb has advised
printing companies on environmental and energy issues
for over 20 years.
“Green printing” is not a utopian vision, was the

A committed proponent of environmental protection:
Martina Fuchs-Buschbeck of Oktoberdruck in Berlin.

forum’s main conclusion. But putting it into practice
depends less on technology than on changing ways of

ways, they are often unable to place orders themselves.

thinking. “Heidelberg’s most environmentally friendly

That job is typically reserved for the purchasing depart-

presses are useless,” says Schorb, “if printers are unwill-

ment, which is usually concerned about only one thing:

ing to lessen environmental burdens.” Martina Fuchs-

low prices, regardless of how products are made.
They frequently pay little or no atten-

Buschbeck of Oktoberdruck in Berlin
also expressed her conviction that the
obstacles have less to do with environmental technology than with proven,
well-established habits and routines.

the forum’s main
conclusion:
“green printing” is not
a utopian vision.

“Especially the young generation has
an easier time coming to grips with the necessary changes
in connection with press technology and chemicals,

tion to environmental considerations.
Two printing companies presented their environmental concepts: Lokay Druck from Reinheim

near Darmstadt (see the in-depth article on page 10)

because they gained the knowledge required to under-

and Stark-Druck from Pforzheim in the southern German state of Baden-Wuerttemberg. This web and off-

stand them during their training.”

set printing company is planning to soon begin using

During the course of the lively discussion, which at

the waste heat from its presses not only to heat its

times gave way to impassioned arguments, the decision-

own building, but also to supply heat to the company

making structures of print buyers were identified as a

next door.

problem area. Even if customers are interested in print
products that are produced in environmentally sound

There are plans to hold the HEI ECO Printing Awards
every two years.

hei eco has its own website section Heidelberg stands for proenvironmental action, sustainable printing, and innovative complete solutions. Now everything the company is doing in this field has been collected
in a separate section of Heidelberg’s website, at www.heidelberg.com/eco.
The information presented there covers everything from the company’s
environmental policy across extensive environmental site data to a list of
substances that suppliers may not use. The website can also be used to
download numerous Heidelberg publications on sustainability-related
topics.
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“only those who learn faster
than the environment changes
will survive.”
The motto of Ralf Lokay (left) and Thomas Fleckenstein
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Green Through and Through
Ralf Lokay sincerely wants to do something for the environment and
thus also for himself and his family. With this commitment, he is on
track to transform his company into a “green print shop.”

Lokay and good-natured Thomas Fleckenstein, who has
been his right-hand man for years, are not radical
green “fundamentalists” but nevertheless men of conviction. “Improvements don’t fall from the sky,” says
the company’s CEO. “You have to keep chipping away
at it, thinking things over, abandoning beaten tracks
and blazing new trails.” They thought especially hard
about paper, which is the biggest CO2-emitting culprit
in printing. Their preference would be to switch entirely
The print shop building from the 1960s is being modernized.

to recycled paper, “because it has the best ecological
balance.”

all processes checked Women can change the world –

The road to hell is paved with good intentions, but

even if they are only a few weeks old and cannot even walk

Lokay and Fleckenstein have in fact achieved quite a

yet, much less talk. Ralf Lokay’s world changed in 1991 with

bit in the paper department. With increasing success,

the birth of his daughter Elisa. And not only because from

they have persuaded their customers to take advantage

then on she was the one who determined when he slept and

of their special “Lokay Paper Collection,” which com-

when he was awake. It was also because his wife, Astrid,

prises 45 FSC-certified and 12 recycled papers. In 2008

changed the young family’s eating habits. They began shop-

well over 40 percent of the paper used fell into the

ping in natural food stores instead of discount markets.

“sustainable” category, nearly 10 percent more than the

And that triggered a major shift in his awareness and life-

year before.

style. “I wouldn’t describe myself as a typical ecofreak,” says
Lokay, who is now 41, in retrospect. “I simply wanted to eat
a healthy diet and make my contribution to enabling that.”
His new attitude had repercussions. A year later,

first climate-neutral print shop Last year Lokay
used exactly 880,660 kilos of paper – with a climateneutral impact. A year previously, he had arranged for

Lokay bought the family print shop, which his grandfather

TÜV Süd, a technical auditing company, and the orga-

had founded back in the early 1930s. With many ideas

nization firstclimate to determine the total CO2 emissions

of his own, but also with those of his nearly 30 employees

of his operation – including emissions that his employees

and suggestions from external consultants, he proceeded

caused while getting to and from work. The initial figure

to check all of the business’s sheetfed printing processes

was exactly 265 metric tons, which Lokay compensates

for opportunities to make improvements that could help

for by helping to fund a small hydroelectric plant in Brazil.

the environment. His goal: to transform his small compa-

“This made us the first climate-neutral print shop in

ny, 45 minutes by car south of Frankfurt, into a “green

the German state of Hesse, and maybe even in all of Ger-

print shop.” And he has largely succeeded in turning his

many,” says Lokay proudly. Since then, he has recalculated

vision into reality.

and paid his company’s CO2 debt every year.
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Many Lokay employees also think ecologically ...

Lokay and Fleckenstein have emblazoned the motto of

... and ride a “climate-bike” to work.

hard-core believers and image polishers There

“avoiding, reducing, and compensating for emissions”

is no question that some customers have changed their way

on their green banners. This – naturally – also goes for

of thinking. Lokay roughly divides his clientele into two

the use of alcohol in the dampening solution. In 2007

groups. One of them consists of “hard-core believers,” as he

they succeeded in reducing the amount of this volatile

calls them: e.g. manufacturers of solar-powered systems,

substance used per ton of printed paper by nearly 30

associations of natural food producers, or makers of prod-

percent yearly on average. But that was not enough to

ucts that contain only organically grown ingredients, like

satisfy the duo, who are continuing to experiment

Demeter. The others are “image polishers”: those that make

with the aim of cutting alcohol consumption to zero.

a strategic decision to portray themselves as pro-environ-

The breakthrough came in February of this year.

ment, which naturally also means purchasing printing ser-

“Our two five-color presses – a Speedmaster CD 74 and a

vices that are as eco-friendly as possible. “They also want to

Speedmaster SM 102 from Heidelberg – print completely

proactively ward off attacks from environmentalist groups

without alcohol,” boasts Fleckenstein. It gets even better:

and critical consumers,” says Lokay about their motives.

the print quality is superior and more brilliant than

From the standpoint of the environment, the customers’

before. “Anyone who has a relatively new press can

reasons are beside the point; what counts is the results. The

eliminate alcohol,” emphasizes Lokay. “They only

number of sustainably oriented customers that Lokay serves

have to want to badly enough.”

has nearly quintupled in recent years. This also means that

“Lokay Druck – Resource-Conserving Print Products”
is printed on all of the company’s business cards. And

they are no longer predominantly based in Reinheim, Darmstadt, or Frankfurt like before. Now orders are also coming

these print products, they firmly believe, should not be

in from Berlin, Hamburg, and Switzerland, for example.

any more expensive than conventionally produced

“Word is simply getting around that we run a resource-con-

items. But recycled and FSC-certified papers cost more

serving printing service,” say Lokay and Fleckenstein, who

than conventional varieties, “and the difference usually

take a pragmatic approach to environmental protection.

comes out of our profits,” explains Lokay. Although some

They also prefer to buy from suppliers whose environmental

customers, he adds, are willing to pay more for environ-

standards have been certified – for instance as complying

mentally friendly paper.

with the European Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS).

environmental certificates:

memberships:

EMAS Tested Information
Ökoprofit Starkenburg Area
FSC Forest Stewardship Council
Klimaneutral (Climate-Neutral)
Print Color Management

Hessen Environmental Alliance
ÖKOPROFIT Starkenburg Area
B.A.U.M. (German Environmental
Management Association)
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company bicycles and gas-powered vehicles It is

ized and insulated, and a modern heating system and

always possible to improve something in ecological terms,

new windows are being installed. A 180-square-meter

also in areas not directly related to a business’s core activ-

skylight now stretches above the pressroom, admitting

ities. Lokay’s latest idea: to give a trekking bike – or “cli-

plenty of daylight and significantly reducing lighting

mate-bike,” as he calls it – to every employee who pledges

costs.

to ride it to work at least 50 times a year instead of driving.
He also holds a brainstorming workshop once a year with

His two Heidelberg presses also play key roles in his
energy conservation concept. Both of them are cooled

his employees to come up with more ways to improve

with water, the heat load of which is also going to be put

environmental protection at the company.

to use. Instead of dissipating outdoors, the energy will

“We have to try to get our employees to adopt our

be transferred via heat exchangers to the water of the heat-

philosophy,” he has realized. It does not help to admon-

ing system and re-emitted via ceiling radiators in the

ish them with a wagging finger. Staff have to be motivated

pressroom. “This approach will let us save a large part of

to live these principles out of their own conviction,

our current heating costs,” says Lokay with conviction.

“and that sometimes takes time.” Even Lokay himself
took a while to come around. “I used to drive a VW

social responsibility Lokay’s commitment to

Touareg,” he admits, “but I realized I couldn’t reconcile

sustainability is not exhausted with all he is doing to pro-

it with my conscience.” Today he uses a VW van for

tect the environment. In his view, sustainability also

work, which is unusual for a print shop owner. This year

includes social responsibility. With the same attitude

the company will add a new vehicle that runs on

that has led him to print without alcohol and prefer

environmentally friendly propane gas to its fleet. Also

recycled papers, he has hired a handicapped worker,

unusual for a printing company is that
it has had a booth at three successive
BioFach shows in Nuremberg, the world’s
leading trade show for organic products.
Lokay was the only exhibitor from the

a man over 60, and a teenager

“by 2012 we want to become
germany’s most environmentally friendly sheetfed
offset printing company.”

printing industry. Lokay is also sponsor-

whose chances of finding a vocational
training opportunity elsewhere
were virtually nil because of his poor
grades in school. “He has developed very well so far,” says the wiry

ing a book by a design student titled “Environmentally

41-year-old, who is now the father of two adolescent

Compatible Design of Print Media,” as if it were the most

daughters.

natural thing in the world.

But Lokay’s main focus is very clearly on protecting the
environment. In the next few months, he and Thomas

extensive building modernization Even in eco-

Fleckenstein will be taking yet another major step toward,

nomically difficult times like these, Lokay is demonstrat-

implementing a genuinely “green print shop”, by, as he

ing that environmental protection is anything but a

says, launching the “first ecological online platform.” It is

fad for him. He is spending about 500,000 euros to

intended to generate orders over the Internet and sell

modernize the company’s production and administra-

only FSC-certified and recycled paper. The team hopes

tion building, which dates back to the 1960s – a lot of

that it will take them quite a bit closer to achieving

money for an outfit that had sales of about 4.5 million

their most ambitious goal: “By 2012 we want to become

euros last year. The outside walls are being equipped

Germany’s most environmentally friendly sheetfed offset

with full thermal insulation, the roof is being modern

printing company.”

cooperation partner:
The initiative Pro Recyclingpapier
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Eco as a Win-Win Situation
Reduce, reuse, recycle – employing state-of-the-art technologies and involving
both employees and suppliers. These are the pillars on which the successful
environmental philosophy of Print Bound in Melbourne, Australia, is based.

Mark Tomasini has carried his environmental commitment from his private life into his business.

Mark Tomasini can be rightfully described as a “real

and reduce waste. To speed up this process, they hired

green.” As far back as the 1990s, he built his house on

a consultant to help them develop a sustainability
plan. The medium-sized print shop

the outskirts of Melbourne according
to ecological principles. It brought him
the 1995 “House of the Year” award
of a local real estate organization for
its “sustainable, energy-efficient de-

“environmentally friendly
printing doesn’t need to be at
the cost of business success.”

also collaborated with Sustainability Victoria, an organization for
promoting sustainable action that
is affiliated with the government of

sign.” He and his family recycle and compost, collect

the state of Victoria. Print Bound is now serving there

rainwater in tanks, and grow much of their food

as a case study and benchmark for other companies.

in their own vegetable garden. Tomasini regularly
seeks and cultivates contacts with environmentalist

reducing instead of neutralizing Print Bound’s

groups. “Both of my daughters have grown up with

environmental philosophy is based on three principles:

a basically proenvironment attitude,” he says. “For

reduce, reuse, and recycle. “Nothing comes into our

them, it’s totally normal to try to limit the burdens

company which doesn’t meet at least one of these three

on our planet.”

criteria,” stresses Tomasini. “We also consistently

How could someone like this simply ignore his

strive to avoid producing any landfill waste,” he adds.

environmental convictions when he goes to work? Of

“We prefer to work systematically to reduce our

course he cannot. When Mark Tomasini and his partner,

impact on the environment instead of trying to neu-

Mauro Mattarucco, founded Print Bound in 1991, they

tralize impacts afterwards.” Which is why they usually

immediately began trawling for ways to save energy

decline to invest in CO2 compensation projects. “We’d
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rather invest in things that reduce our daily
energy consumption,” he says.
For example, advanced printing presses.
Print Bound’s press fleet includes a 12-color
Speedmaster SM 102 perfector and a six-color
CD 102. Of both, Tomasini says that they “are extremely

energy-efficient and cut down on waste.” The print shop
boss also wants to reduce the use of chemicals and
emissions. Recently, for example, he switched to inks
that do not release any volatile hydrocarbons whatso-

Print Bound’s employees are
a key part of its environmental
philosophy.

ever into the air.

Environmental criteria played important roles in designing and equipping
the new production building.

suppliers and employees actively involved

ment as a win-win situation: it’s good for business when

Tomasini, 50, knows that he could never achieve his
environmental goals on his own. Both his employees
and his suppliers play important roles in implementing his concept. “We work closely with them to
make sure that we use the best, most environmentally friendly products available in the

we acquire the reputation of a successful eco-friendly
operation. The environment also benefits.” Many of
his customers have already recognized this, he
adds. Especially customers that place large
print orders – insurance companies, for
instance, or banks – are now making

marketplace,” explains Tomasini, who

sure to use print shops with an
ecological orientation. Among

is of Swiss extraction. A great deal
is now happening in these areas,

other things, they can en-

he adds; a steady stream of

hance their own image
with the cleangreen-

new products are enter-

print.com logo initi-

ing the market. He also

ated by Print Bound,

knows that he can rely on

which stresses their commit-

his roughly 40 employees to

ment to environmental aware-

support his environmental aims.

ness and sustainable action. So far

Even back in the early days, it was
standard practice at Print Bound for
staff to also develop “green” ideas and discuss them both among themselves and with
management. “Everyone working in production
has to think ecologically,” says Tomasini with conviction. After all, the printing industry is “very material- and

the logo has been printed on over 50
million print items produced by Print
Bound. “Many firms, organizations, and
even private individuals want to broadcast
their commitment to the environment,” explains
Tomasini. “Our cleangreenprint.com logo

waste-intensive.”
He works to save resources not only in the printing

helps them do that.”

process itself, but also in all other respects. In August

about Print Bound and its devotion to ecological aims: in

2008 Print Bound moved into a new building equipped,

2006 the FSC-certified company was chosen to receive

among other things, with energy-conserving lamps and

the Victorian Premier’s Award for Sustainability. “In the

subdivided into zones to save even more energy where

printing industry as well, we need to think ecologically

lighting is concerned. The staff toilets are supplied with

and gear our decisions toward long-term environmental

water from rainwater tanks, and a modern air-condition-

and economic sustainability instead of stressing short-

ing system is installed that consumes less energy than

term profits,” stresses Tomasini. In five years, he states,

comparable systems of similar size.

there will no longer be any debate over whether or

Tomasini is convinced that “environmentally friendly
printing doesn’t have to come at the cost of business

not to protect the environment: “It’s going to become an

success. On the contrary, we see our ecological commit-

sustainability, you’ll find yourself out of business.”

More than just the printing industry is now talking

obligation. And unless you take steps in the direction of
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Eco? Logically! How to Do It
There are no tricks to green printing. What it takes is logical, consistent
optimization of individual parts of the print process. Here Heidelberg
summarizes the most important steps.

the right paper Paper has the greatest environmental relevance in the print process.
A large press can go through over 4,000 metric tons of it a year. It is therefore important to select paper with a great deal of care. Papers bearing the FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) symbol are from sustainably managed forests. If you or your customers
would like to use the FSC symbol on your print products, you must be certified by the
Forest Stewardship Council. This ensures that it only appears on products with “FSC
paper inside.” A similar approach is offered by the Program for Endorsement of Forest
Certification Schemes (PEFC).
Considerable amounts of energy and water go into making raw paper pulp from
wood. So using recycled fiber is a simple way to ease environmental burdens. The
appearance and printability of papers containing a large proportion of recycled fiber
are now so good that they cannot be distinguished from fresh paper.

the right inks A Speedmaster XL 105-6+LX from Heidelberg operating at full capacity
uses between 20 and 50 metric tons of ink a year. Normally, mineral oils make up 30
percent of the volume of offset inks. The use of mineral-oil-free inks can reduce the
consumption of these fossil-fuel-derived raw materials. These inks contain vegetable
oils instead, such as linseed or soy oil. In some markets, they are already quite popular.
There are virtually no detectable differences in the quality of reproduction and processing.

the right washup agent The higher its flashpoint, the less an offset washup agent
contaminates the environment. At higher flashpoints, emissions of volatile organic
compounds are significantly reduced. This results in a more agreeable pressroom climate and cuts down on pollution, for example in the form of summer smog.
Presses from Heidelberg are prepared for washup agents with flashpoints above
55 degrees Celsius; there are also special washup programs for these high-flashpoint
agents. Special washup agents consisting of renewable vegetable-oil esters can also
be used. Under some circumstances, the lower VOC emissions and mineral oil
consumption come at the price of longer washup times and more waste sheets. Choosing a commercially available cleanser with a flashpoint between 58 and 65 degrees
Celsius is therefore the simplest compromise between productivity and environmental
protection. To ensure that the washup agent is compatible with the press, we recommend using only Heidelberg-certified cleansers (FOGRA tested).
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how do i print without alcohol? Alcohol is helpful when printing: it reduces
the surface tension of the dampening solution, improves wetting of the plate, has a
cooling effect as a result of its constant evaporation, and prevents the growth of algae
and bacteria. Its drawback: it completely evaporates, and in sunlight the resulting
vapors lead to the formation of low-level ozone (summer smog).
Thanks to presses from Heidelberg, this is no longer inevitable. Dampening units
equipped with more hydrophilic fountain and form rollers, Heidelberg inking unit
temperature control, an appropriate dampening solution additive, precise setting of
the dampening unit, and thorough filtration of the solution all help the press operator
keep the alcohol concentration at five percent or even lower.
Heidelberg presses even let you completely dispense with alcohol. The prerequisites:
constant water quality, very good filtration of the water with FilterStar or FilterStar
Compact, standardized inks and additives if possible, and appropriately trained staff.

customer advice Help your customers position themselves as “green.” They can
enhance their image by choosing the right paper, an appropriate printing method and,
of course, a “green” printer. You have the know-how – they leverage it for marketing
purposes. The public is especially impressed not only by near-natural materials such
as uncoated paper, but also by environmental labels and certificates. For example,
with the help of your national printing industry association or other service providers,
your print shop can calculate the average CO2 emissions caused by each print job,
then compensate for them by investing in a climate protection project and effectively
advertise this by putting a label on print products.
The frequently encountered labels include FSC (Forest Stewardship Council), PEFC
(Program for Endorsement of Forest Certification Schemes), ÖKOPROFIT (in Germany
and Austria), Imprim-Vert (in France), SGP certified (by the Sustainable Green Printing
Partnership in the United States and Canada) and Austria’s national environmental
logo.

energy management It is a safe bet that you, too, waste energy. If you stroll around
your print shop with an energy consultant, you will find the culprits: leaks in the compressed air network, excessive air pressure, or poorly designed or sized compressors.
Inadequate insulation of the building, an unnecessarily high air exchange rate, windows left open all the time, inefficient lighting, outmoded radiators. No timers to automatically switch lights, heating, air compressors, or air conditioners off at night,
motors or drives without speed control, PCs and monitors with high standby current
consumption. Opportunities abound – and it has never been easier than this to help the
environment while saving money at the same time.

what about my staff? So you would like a green print shop. But what do your employees
want? Without the active participation of your staff, you will not achieve anything. The
first step is to define clear responsibilities. Put an employee in charge of environmental
protection. Motivate your staff. Explain to them why it is important to protect the environment and how each of them can contribute. Set an example – your employees will
follow you. And stay on the ball: it will take more than a day to turn your print shop
into an environmentally friendly operation. You will not have lasting success and be able
to convince your customers until you have consistently taken an ecological tack for
several years.
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where can i get help? Your first ports of call are Heidelberg and your suppliers.
You will also find relevant information and pointers at www.umweltschutz-bw.de,
www.umweltzeichen.at, www.envirowise.com, www.gov.uk, www.imprimvert.fr,
www.pneac.org, and www.sgppartnership.org, to mention just a few.

effective communication There are not many other causes that are as universally
accepted as good. So talk about your environmental protection activities! And not just
with your customers. Make sure your neighbors, government agencies, and other stakeholders also know what you are doing. This is essential for achieving the most valuable
thing: namely, credibility. Especially where the authorities are concerned, we recommend
taking carefully planned and considered action. For example, long before making an
investment it is helpful to get in touch with the individual responsible for issuing the
required permit or approval. This can help avoid plenty of problems and delays.

how do i pay for it all? Environmental protection does not need to cost a lot. In fact, it
usually saves money: less is used in the way of resources and energy, and waste and rejects
are reduced. Nevertheless, the road to becoming a green print shop usually involves investments: it costs money to buy new presses or modernize buildings. Government programs
can facilitate this. In many countries, for example, low-interest loans can be obtained to
finance investments in environmental protection. Direct subsidies and tax breaks are also
possible. This can nudge many large investments with model character into the realm of
feasibility. To have a shot at this kind of support, you must not have signed the purchase
contract yet. We therefore recommend that you contact a consultant in good time.

how do i start? The first step is always the hardest one. How do you turn your dream
of a green print shop into reality? Begin by taking stock. Go through your print shop and
determine where most of the energy is being consumed, where which resources are used
for what, how and where waste is being produced, and what happens to it. This will quickly
reveal where the weak points are and what can be readily and inexpensively improved.
The second step is to set concrete, verifiable goals. For example, three percent fewer waste
sheets by 2010. Or less than five percent alcohol in the dampening solution by the end
of the year. This will make it clear to all employees what they need to do. The third, and
most important, step is to continually monitor the progress made toward the goals and
reward the right behavior. This is the only way to show everyone that you are serious.

accident and fire prevention What good is the best environmental management or
the greenest print shop if a building burns to the ground or dangerous chemicals escape
and contaminate the soil? This would inflict irreparable damage to the environment, not
to mention your image. That is why accident and fire prevention must have top priority in
a green print shop. Know what amounts of which hazardous substances are stored and used
where. Find out whether they are really needed, and make all possible reductions. Make
sure that only minimal quantities of hazardous substances are kept at workplaces; they
belong in special storerooms. Ensure that preventive measures are taken, for instance by
grounding solvent containers, providing sufficiently large catch pans, and ventilating storerooms. Catalog the substances and materials used. This is vital for ensuring that all relevant information will be available in the event of an accident. Read safety data sheets and
make sure that everyone follows the recommendations for safe handling and use of hazardous substances. And finally: train your staff. Even if there has never been an accident before,
everyone ought to know what to do if the unexpected ever occurs.
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A Good Climate Pays Off
The climate calculator of the German Printing and Media Industries Feder
ation (bvdm) is helping Germany’s printers to lower their CO2 emissions.
Walter Fleck, head of the Federation’s Technology and Research/Environ
mental Protection department, explains how in the following interview.
Mr. Fleck, many people still

If you want to compensate for your CO2 emissions, you have to pay

regard the printing industry

something. That isn’t a very good argument in these times of crisis.

as a dirty one.

walter fleck That

walter fleck It doesn’t cost the earth. For example,
the production of 5,000 copies of an A4 four-color

stopped being true a

brochure printed on both sides of each sheet causes 2.9

long time ago. With every

metric tons of CO2 to be emitted. It costs 49.30 euros plus

technological advance we

value-added tax to compensate for it.

have also taken another
Walter Fleck, German Printing
and Media Industries Federation

step toward protecting the

Who is most interested in the calculator – printing companies or

environment. The grow-

their customers?

ing role of electronics in print processes has accelerated
this development.

walter fleck I’d say both are equally interested.
There are printing companies that discover it on their
own. But it is getting more and more common for cus-

Last year your federation unveiled its own climate calculator

tomers to call it to their attention.

for determining the CO2 emissions caused by printing.
But every paper, every press, and every ink is different. How

Heidelberg is an official cooperation partner of your climate

do you make sure that the calculations are correct and

initiative. What are you expecting from that company?

dependable?

walter fleck It’s definitely true that we have to

walter fleck I’m expecting close collaboration
with the goal of steadily improving the calculator.

rely on standard and average values for our calculations.

As the world’s leading maker of sheetfed offset presses,

But we use a very reputable database, namely eco-

Heidelberg has amassed quite a bit of data that could

invent in Switzerland. This database is the best one

be taken advantage of for a calculator of this kind.

available in the marketplace. We take the data we
need for our process calculations from comparisons

Your climate calculator isn’t the only one available in the market.

of environmental indicators that we capture every

Why should a printing company choose yours?

year by conducting surveys. And if a business has its

walter fleck The calculator is intuitively struc-

own data, it can balance it against the typical figures

tured and based on the DIN ISO 14040 and 14044 environ-

applicable in that case.

mental standards. We’ve also already passed a “critical
review” by a scientist who confirmed that we calculate in

How have printing companies responded to the climate
calculator so far?

compliance with the standards. The climate calculator is
also quite affordable. The course on how to use it costs

walter fleck Very well. Right now about

1,000 euros and checking of the CO2 balance another 35.

70 printing companies are learning how to use the

The software for the calculator is free for bvdm members.

calculator or are already using it.

www.bvdm-online.de
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Business:
News

consulting business strengthened
The print media industry is changing. And with these changes, there is a growing demand for consulting services on the part of
printing companies. Heidelberg has a long tradition of advising printers, and in these times of crisis and change the company has
expanded its consulting business further. Heidelberg offers classical management consulting to printing companies around the
world. One of the focuses is on optimizing business processes. Especially where print shop processes are concerned, experience
has shown that there is typically enormous potential for making improvements. Consulting projects have shown that printers can
increase their capacity by 20 to 30 percent or reduce production costs by the same amount by optimizing their processes. But
Heidelberg’s consultants also help printing companies realign their marketing and sales strategies, train their employees, make
better investment decisions, and improve their accounting and financing. By growing its consulting business, Heidelberg is also
pursuing the goal of extending its range of services.

consumables
business expanded

platform on the Internet. The lower cost of a used piece of

In the years ahead, Heidel-

limited outlay and risk, it lets printing companies ease into

berg intends to double its

new areas of business – for instance, producing elaborately

sales of consumables to

finished products. With a remarketed press, they can also

printing companies. The

inexpensively create a capacity buffer to absorb part of the

company of Hi-Tech Coat-

workload when business peaks. Heidelberg has compiled a

ings, which Heidelberg ac-

large database containing the most important information

quired in the last financial year, is playing an important role

on a large number of remarketed machines for sale around

in this project. With facilities in the UK and the Netherlands,

the world.

equipment is only one of many good reasons to buy it. With

it produces high-quality aqueous and UV coatings for
commercial and, to some extent, also packaging printing. Its

www.heidelberg.com (Products/Remarketed Equipment)

product portfolio comprises around 2,000 different coatings
for a vast array of applications. The company especially pays

award for service solution

great attention to ensuring the environmental compatibility
of its products. In contrast to Heidelberg’s core business of

Heidelberg’s Internet-based Remote Service function “eCall” was

building and selling printing presses, sales of consumables

receive its 2008 Service Management Award. How eCall works:

are relatively immune to economic cycles.

in the event of a malfunction, a press automatically transmits a

chosen by the German Customer Service Association (KVD) to

problem report and description to Heidelberg’s customer service

greater sales of remarketed equipment

organization. This has reduced the time that passes between

Especially in economically challenging times, buying used

notification and the start of action to solve the problem from 30

equipment can be a sensible alternative to purchasing new

minutes previously to less than one minute today. Nearly all of the

products. Heidelberg is expanding its remarketed equip-

presses that Heidelberg supplies around the world are equipped

ment business, among other things with a new information

with a Remote Service link that allows them to use eCall.
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s o c i a l r e s po n s i b i l i t y

The Recession Hits the Overall Economy
and the Printing Industry
The global economic crisis has hit the printing industry hard.
Heidelberg promptly took comprehensive steps to offset its effects.

reluctance to invest As a result of the financial

Until the summer of 2008, Heidelberg did brisk busi-

shakedown in the United States, the world economy

ness with good future prospects, buoyed in part by

is now in its worst crisis in 80 years. The downturn has

the drupa trade show. In the second half of that year,

affected all parts of the world and nearly all indus-

the crisis of the financial and banking sector spread

tries. In Germany, Heidelberg’s single most important

to the real economy with increasing momentum, pulling

market, the gross domestic product will presumably

the businesses of the print media industry down with

shrink by six percent in 2009. Similar drops are expected

it. The result: Heidelberg’s order intake in the 2008/2009

in other major industrialized countries.

financial year fell by 20 percent to about 2.9 billion euros
and sales by roughly 18 percent to 3.0 billion euros. The

In Germany, mechanical engineering companies
have been hit especially hard by this dramatic develop

company’s operating results, factoring in restructuring

ment – and that includes the manufacturers of printing

costs, were well into the red at –228 million euros. And

presses. Between January and April 2009 alone, the

no substantial improvement is in sight, at least in the

orders received by these industries plummeted by nearly

short term.

50 percent from the previous year’s levels.
The business success of printing companies, their
capacity utilization, revenues, and thus also their willingness to invest in new equipment have traditionally
depended to about two-thirds on the expenditures of
the advertising industry. In times of crisis, these fall
disproportionately. The result, in Germany and elsewhere, is that the situation and mood of printers
is worse than they have been in years. According
to surveys conducted by the German Printing and
Media Industries Federation (bvdm), as of the end
of May printing companies had seen their sales
drop by 52 percent, or nearly as much as during
the 2003 recession. Their business expectations
for the next half year are now looking slightly
brighter, but still nowhere near a recovery.
As a logical consequence of this, printing companies are extremely reluctant to order new equipment.
This situation is aggravated further by the fact that
banks have significantly tightened their criteria for
extending loans to small and medium-sized companies,
which include many printing companies, since the crisis
began. Yet nowadays most presses are bought with
loans or via leasing contracts.
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social responsibility

heidelberg’s answer When economic conditions

inflicting undue hardships on the dismissed workers.

began to noticeably deteriorate last summer, Heidelberg

All parts of the company are affected, from research

took immediate action. In July its Management Board

and development across production and administration

approved a package of measures designed to generate

to sales.

savings of 100 million euros by the year 2011, threefourths of this sum within 18 months. The package is

In the first three months of 2009 many industries,
including makers of printing equipment, saw the

based on reductions in expenditures on research and

demand for their products and services fall precipitously

development, restructuring of the company’s activities

once again. At Heidelberg the orders received dropped

in the field of postpress packaging, purchasing more

to a volume of less than 500 million euros. Compared

outside the euro zone, which includes strengthening

to the first quarter of 2008, this was a loss of over 40

the production sites in countries other than Germany,

percent.

and significantly lowering structural costs.
With the collapse of Lehman Brothers in September,

Heidelberg concluded that it had no choice but to
substantially pare its capacities and structural costs

the financial crisis intensified and had increasing

further. The planned savings of 200 million euros were

repercussions on the real economy. In late October,

doubled a second time to 400 million euros. This in

Heidelberg announced that it was doubling its savings

turn made it necessary to slash another 2,500 jobs. The

target to 200 million euros and also planning to achieve
it sooner. This made it unavoidable to downsize the

Management Board therefore decided to terminate
the Pact to Secure the Future that had been concluded

company’s approximately 20,000-strong workforce by

in October 2007 and was actually supposed to run

2,500 jobs in a socially compatible manner, i.e. without

until 2012, with effect as of June 30, 2009. This was
enabled by a clause that allowed the company to take
this step as a last resort to avoid endangering the company’s survival.

laying the foundation for the future Heidelberg
does not anticipate any noticeable improvement in
the general economic situation before the end of the
current financial year (which runs until March 31, 2010).
The company expects the willingness of printing companies in many important markets to invest and
therefore orders received to stay at a low level in the
months to come.
In the medium term, however, Heidelberg is convinced that it will hold onto its competitive advantages
as the world market leader in its core business of sheetfed
offset and even strengthen its position. The company
is confident that in the medium term the printing press
market can reattain the levels it enjoyed before the
crisis, although possibly with a different regional breakdown. In addition, the company will consistently shift
its strategic focus in all regions to those fields of business
that are relatively impervious to economic cycles. They
include packaging printing, consumables, service, and comprehensive consulting to support printing companies
in implementing successful management in all areas.
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Social
Responsibility:
News

heidelberg promotes literacy
Reading, writing, and arithmetic – all over the world, these “3 Rs” are regarded as the first key skills that children must learn
when they start school. But without printing presses there are no schoolbooks or other learning materials. Putting these two
facts together, it makes perfect sense that Heidelberg has been working for a number of years to promote reading skills in
children. Heidelberg is supporting the German Reading Foundation and is one of the initiators of the “Start Reading – the
Reading Initiative for Germany” campaign that was launched in the summer of 2008. Its goal: to make reading a part of
children’s everyday lives from a very early age. The earlier this is achieved, the greater is their access to knowledge, creativity,
and imagination. The campaign provides small children and their parents with a free multipart introductory reading kit, which
they receive at the sixth required pediatric checkup. One-year-olds naturally cannot read yet, but they can definitely see,
feel, smell, taste, and play with books. Over two successive years, a total of 500,000 children and their parents will receive
the free materials.

www.stiftunglesen.de

teacher training
completed

which is one of the company’s most important markets, her

Within the scope of a

in the United States, where “Execwomen,” a globe-spanning

decisions count. Word of this had spread to Atlanta, Georgia,

public private partnership

network of women in management positions, is based.

with the German Invest-

Thieme has lived in China since 1993 and began working for

ment and Development

Heidelberg in Beijing 12 years ago, where she is responsible

Society (DEG), Heidelberg

for around 400 employees. She also supports the manage-

spent two years training

ment of the Qingpu site in connection with personnel issues.

vocational teachers for the print media industry in threshold
countries. Ten teachers from Ukraine and eight from South
Africa completed the program at the end of 2008. In Germany

women’s network established

they underwent four weeks of intensive training, acquiring

launch a global network of women managers in the industry,

both theoretical knowledge and practical skills related to

at the last drupa show Heidelberg held the first interna

new developments in the print media industry. The aim is to
significantly raise the level of vocational training for the

tional “Women in Print” meeting. Nearly a hundred female

print media industry in these countries. Previous training

ideas and experiences. The focus was on change: in society,

programs had been attended by vocational schoolteachers

at work, and in the print media industry. Heidelberg plans to

from India and eastern Turkey.

regularly provide additional support for the network via its

Women are advancing, also in the print media industry. To

printing experts from around the world took part to share

Print Media Academies around the world. All participants

an influential woman
Last year the “International Women of Influence” award in

are also entered in a separate section of the XING Internet
communication platform. The next meeting of “Women

the category “large companies” went to Mirjam Thieme of

in Print” will presumably take place at IPEX in the UK

the Netherlands. As Heidelberg’s personnel director in China,

next year.
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t H e c o M pa n y

Environmental Goals and Measures
Heidelberg sets binding environmental goals, the
implementation of which is regularly monitored.

goals

implementation

ensure the rohs conformity of new
heidelberg products Heidelberg has volun-

At the Wiesloch-Walldorf site, the first electronics
assembly island has switched to RoHS-compliant
production. The qualification process has also begun
for another assembly island. For newly developed
components, RoHS conformity is achieved step by
step in close cooperation with suppliers.

tarily pledged to develop all new products for
the market from 2011 on in compliance with the
EU RoHS 1) directive.
1) restriction of the use of certain hazardous substances in electrical and
electronic equipment

reduce emissions We will reduce the emissions
of all newly developed products relative to their
productivity. We will cost-effectively modernize old
systems in our production and assembly halls to
comply with the stipulations of the German Technical Guidelines for Air Pollution Control (TA-Luft).

The new PowderStar AP 500 significantly further
reduces powder emissions at the press delivery. In
cooperation with major producers, a new powder
was developed and tried out in a large-scale field
test. In conjunction with the PowderStar AP 500,
Saphira Powder Pro 100 improves the efficiency
of powdering by 50 percent on average compared
to the best powder varieties previously available
in the market.

improve energy efﬁciency We will develop

The DryingMonitor takes another step toward
saving energy in connection with drying in the
press. The use of special sensors lets the operator select the optimum dryer output for each print
job. Prior to this, excessively high output was
usually set to ensure reliable results.

a comprehensive concept for a forward-looking,
secure energy supply for our sites. At the same
time, we will further increase the energy efficiency of newly developed products.

simplify Currently a large number of different
ancillary materials are used in our production
and assembly operations. By reducing this number,
we will decrease the associated risks and costs.

extend standards to suppliers We will
urge our external suppliers to comply not only with
laws, ordinances, and regulations, but also with
Heidelberg’s own standards.
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In the last financial year, Heidelberg’s developers
prepared a list of recommended lubricants for
assembly. This reduced the number of lubricants
used from about 100 to only around 20.
Carbon dioxide emissions (“carbon footprints”) are
a new topic for the printing industry. International
standards are therefore very important to ensure
credibility and transparency. Heidelberg is supporting the climate initiative of the German Printing
and Media Industries Federation as well as other standardization efforts in various parts of the world.

Environmentally Oriented Solutions
for Nearly Four Decades

1972
1982
1990
1993
1995

1998
1999
2000

Environmentally oriented
solutions
>
for nearly
four decades

2002
2004
2005
2006
2007

2008

Waterless offset (press)
Alcolor dampening unit (press)
Automatic washup system (press)
Computer-to-plate (prepress)
Washup programs for mineral-oil-free cleansers (press)
Alcohol-free printing (press)
Noise-reduction measures (press)
Water cooling for presses (press)
New main drive (press)
Prinect Image Control for color measurement (workflow)
Waste disposal documentation (prepress)
Waste air cleaning with CleanStar (press)
Washup solution disposal with WashStar (press)
InkStar ink supply unit (press)
Alcosmart metering system (press)
2000 series AirStar air supply unit (press)
ScrollStar air compressor (press)
BG certificates: Tested Emissions and UV-Optimized (press)
Prinect Axis Control color measurement unit (workflow)
Chemical-free plates (consumables)
Suprasetters for the 74 and 75 series (prepress)
PowderStar AP 500 (press)
Anicolor (press)
Presetting values with the Prinect Pressroom Manager (workflow)
3000 series DryStar dryers (press)
3000 series AirStar air supply unit (press)
Integrated dampening solution supply and inking unit
temperature control unit CombiStar 3000 Pro (press)
Prinect Inpress Control color measurement unit (workflow)
DryingMonitor (press)
Eurobind 4000 (postpress)
Special noise-reducing measures (postpress)
Prinect Inspection Control (workflow)
Mineral-oil-free inks as Saphira products (consumables)
Low-odor aqueous coatings as Saphira products (consumables)
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Prinect Inspection Control
More reliable processes,
less waste

Energ
y

DryStar
25 percent less energy
consumed

rces

Anicolor
Reduces startup waste by up to
90 percent

1982
1985

1986
1992
1995
1996

1997
2003
2005
2006
2008
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Print Media Center
FSC-certified in Germany

Energ
y

Environmental Hall
Center for wastewater and
solid waste treatment

rces

Foundry
Established in 1985 to comply
with the newest standards

Energy management (Wiesloch-Walldorf)
Use of waste heat (Heidelberg)
Construction of new state-of-the-art foundry (Amstetten)
Sand mold recycling (Amstetten)
Powder coating (Wiesloch-Walldorf)
Use of waste heat in paint shop (Wiesloch-Walldorf)
Connection to district heating network (Brandenburg)
Use of aqueous coatings for spray coating (Amstetten)
Construction of new Environmental Hall (Wiesloch-Walldorf)
Aqueous-alkaline cleaning systems
(Wiesloch-Walldorf, Brandenburg, Amstetten)
Job tickets (Heidelberg)
Use of aqueous coatings for dip coating (Amstetten)
Dry/minimal lubrication (Wiesloch-Walldorf)
Energy and material flow management project (Amstetten)
Low-alcohol printing in the Print Media Centers
(Heidelberg, Wiesloch-Walldorf)
Lead-free soldering project (Wiesloch-Walldorf)
Construction of new Hall 11 (Wiesloch-Walldorf)
FSC certification for Print Media Center
(Heidelberg, Wiesloch-Walldorf)

The environment can be helped in many ways: for example, by reducing energy or
resource consumption or by cutting down on emissions and waste. Heidelberg has
been working to make ecological improvements for nearly 40 years.

www.natureOffice.com / DE-134-751582

Development and
Production Sites

Kiel
Bucks
(UK)

Zwaag
(the Netherlands)
Brandenburg

Moenchengladbach

Heidelberg
Wiesloch-Walldorf

Leipzig
Langgoens-Oberkleen
Weiden

Amstetten

Ludwigsburg

Nové Mesto
(Slovakia)

St. Gallen
(Switzerland)
Sidney
(USA)

Qingpu/Shanghai
(China)

• Certified
• Not yet certified

environmental policy
A well-functioning environmental management system is indispensable for enabling the
Heidelberg Group to consistently implement its environmental policy and continue
raising the achieved environmental standards. Heidelberg has therefore been working
steadfastly since 1996 to install environmental management systems that conform to
the international ISO 14001 standard at all of the group’s production and development
sites. So far, nine of its 16 sites have been certified.
The writing of this report was finished on June 30, 2009, and the German-language
version was published on July 23, 2009.
The last report was issued in July 2008; the next one will appear in July 2010.
Environmental data, names of contacts, and general information on 14 sites can be
found on the Internet at www.heidelberg.com/eco > Environmental Management
> Site Data
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